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Greenpoint Technologies Receives AS9100C Certification
Kirkland, WA – July 24, 2012 – Greenpoint Technologies, a premier VIP completions center for
Boeing Business Jets (BBJ), receives AS9100 Rev C (AS9100:2009) Aerospace Quality
Standard System Certification and continues on‐time deliveries.
This achievement represents Greenpoint’s robust systems and process driven framework.
AS9100 Rev C mandates increased evaluation of program risks with regard to planning,
process effectiveness, quality and on‐time delivery while monitoring customer satisfaction.
The company lives the AS9100 way of life. Maintaining a 98.9% on‐time delivery rate and high
customer survey scores demonstrates the process is effective.
A confidential customer described their working relationship with a Greenpoint team
member regarding a recent on‐time delivery. “I believe James Jarriault, Greenpoint’s
Certification Engineer and DER, did an outstanding job on our program. He had hurdles to
overcome and many hurdles thrown at him. He managed these challenges with apparent
ease and an ever present calm that was amazing.”
Greenpoint continues to perform to plan on a 747‐8 VIP completion, Boeing Business Jet
completions and the 747‐8 Aeroloft™ products line.
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Greenpoint Technologies is a premier BBJ Completion Center, creating superior aircraft
products and VIP completions exclusively for Boeing aircraft. Greenpoint provides turnkey
VIP completions with an exemplary 98.9% on‐time delivery rate during its 24 years of private
ownership. The Greenpoint company umbrella encompasses all disciplines in‐house from
engineering and design to manufacturing and installation of VIP interiors; enabling
manufacture of heavy structure, VIP Cabinetry, as well as custom machined parts. The
company embodies a continuous improvement culture reflected in its positive customer
surveys and extremely low attrition rate. Strategic goals focus on the customer experience
by incorporating quality, commitment and craftsmanship into every completion. To learn
more about Greenpoint Technologies, visit www.greenpnt.com.
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